CORE RECYCLER

For processing cores
For collection and separation of organic
material and sand.

Devoted to turf.

www.wiedenmannusa.com

CORE RECYCLER
For processing cores
For collection and separation of organic material and sand.
The CORE RECYCLER is a self-contained walking machine for
collecting and processing cores. The sweeping head gently
collects the cores and transfers them into 4 rotating screens,
which separate the sand from the organic material (thatch). The
sand is then returned to the surface and the thatch is collected
into the high dump hopper. The hopper can then be dumped
directly into the bed of a utility vehicle. This process saves money
by re-using topdressing material and eliminates the need to run
a heavy topdresser over a freshly aerified green. Plastic inserts
can also be placed on the inside of the rotating screens for core
collecting.
The CORE RECYCLER has a Honda engine and a hydrostatic drive.
The drives of the rotating screens and the sweeping unit also
function hydraulically.
An optional trailer for transporting the CORE RECYCLER with a
utility vehicle is available. The trailer hydraulically tilts down for
fast loading and unloading.

TECHNICAL DATA: CORE RECYCLER
Working width in approximate inches:
Dimensions in approximate inches L/W/H:
Maximum empty weight in approximate pounds:
Front tires:
Rear tires (dual tires):

48
102"/70"/44"
1150

Engine:
Capacity:
Fuel tank approximate capacity:

Honda GX390 with
E-Starter
13HP
1.5 gallons

23"x10.5"x12"

Collection container approximate maximum capacity
without high lift:

16.5 cubic feet

13"x5"x6"

Collection container approximate maximum capacity
with high lift:

14 cubic feet

TECHNICAL DATA: OPTIONAL TRAILER FOR CORE RECYCLER
Dimensions in approximate inches L/W/H:
Weight in approximate pounds:

141"/73"/15"
551

Descriptions and illustrations are not binding. Changes in design and execution are possible.

Tires:
Loading:

23"/10.5"/12"
Platform tip down angle:
13°

CORE RECYCLER

Solutions as different as the seasons.
Whether spring, summer, autumn or winter – whether professional turf and golf course
maintenance or dirt cleaning, you can rely on machines from Wiedenmann GmbH in every season.
As one of the worldwide leading manufacturers of high-quality accessory equipment for compact
tractors and light municipal vehicles, we offer demand-driven solutions for turf regeneration,
pick up and removal of grass and foliage, and turf sweeping.
Our workforce of 210 has regularly set new standards with regard to innovative technological
solutions and uncompromising quality.
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Further information:

Wiedenmann North America, LLC
25 A Telfair Place | Savannah | Georgia 31415 | USA
Phone 912-790 3004
info@wiedenmannusa.com | www.wiedenmannusa.com
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